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From 
Dean (Publications)

Baton changing 
and a new leaf for
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“Let there be spaces in your togetherness. And let the winds of the heavens dance
between you. Love one another but make not a bond of love. Let it rather be a
moving sea between the shores of your souls. Fill each other’s cup but drink not from
one cup. Give one another of your bread but eat not from the same loaf. Sing and
dance together and be joyous , but let each one of you be alone. Even as the strings
of a lute are alone though they quiver with the same music. Give your hearts, but
not into each other’s keeping. For only the hand of Life can contain your hearts. And
stand together, yet not too near together: For the pillars of the temple stand apart.
And the oak tree and the cypress grow not in each other’s shadow.”
Khalil Gibran
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Morning dawns...

And I scramble
Like an addict looking for her fix.
Light up the flame
Whip out the milk
Leaves from the hills
Whose freshness I yearn
Maybe it's their energy that I crave.
The mountains are calling
And I must go.
Life is waiting
I must wake up,
Look at it eye to eye and say,
'Take a hike with me.'
That mild sweetness in my cup
Bees that have rambled and traversed
This dying breed I seek.
No ties and shackles of slumber
The cup that I drink from world's left behind
From ventures anew
My daily fix...this morning brew!

Linda Baptista
ODCP Batch 7  

linda_baptista@yahoo.com

Gauri Nigudkar
Professional Member  
gaurikn@gmail.com
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Greed and OD: 
Redefining the Values of 
Organization Development
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Introduction
‘Harvesting the Uncommon’ is a pilot program based on a larger design
of LEAD-APP program designed by the New Ventures and Initiatives
group set up by the Board. Sankar heads the NVI group with Lalitha,
Sanjay and Monsoon being the other members.

LEAD –APP model, as co-created by the New Ventures and Initiatives
team, is as follows:

The model is conceived as an APP - an application that can be
downloaded by any Leader. However, unlike the mobile Apps,
LEAD-APP application can be initiated only when the Leader is
ready for the same!

We define leadership readiness as three vectors which are
directionally growing within a leader. They are Appreciating,
Presencing and Propelling. These words are written in present
continuous tense indicating action with awareness that helps
continuous growth in the direction of leadership readiness. The
LEAD-APP workshop is one such process to grow these vectors.

The three vectors are defined below for better understanding:

Appreciating is used here as a combination of acceptance and
celebration. Being aware of and accepting the disowned parts of
self, to mine the richness of diversity within self and to celebrate
the ability to hold polarities within oneself are different facets of
Appreciating. We believe that Leadership is a process that brings
the synergy between one’s identity and role. Appreciating one’s
identity helps in discovering new dimensions and possibilities in
one’s role.

Presencing is the awareness and action of being fully present, in
the body, mind and in spirit of who one is and what one stands
for. Presencing is about one’s values, beliefs and worldview – to
be both aware of and be willing to examine. So, presencing is to
discover the power of one’s being, to be aware of one’s privileges
and rank and also be aware of the power of being vulnerable.
Presencing is also the process of being aware of others. This
awareness creates the process of empathy – to see the world
through others’ eyes.
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1. Self Identity by Marlyn Loden and enhanced by other concepts
around the same from Erikkson.

2. Self Awareness Wheel concept by Ronald Short and similar
models like Iceberg

3. Power, Privileges and Rank concept by Arnold Mindell

4. Diversity in Groups and In the Moment based on writings by
Uma Jain and others in ISABS

5. Presence and Somatics based on concepts by Thomas Hanna.

6. Beliefs Constructs around Immunity to Change by Keegan

7. Appreciative Inquiry And The Power of Imagination by David
Cooperrider and Suresh Srivastava

8. T-Group and Here and Now work around self awareness,
thinking and feeling, gender and other diversities and group
dynamics – based on various theories around group learning
and T-groups.

All the above were weaved in together through the Learning
process of experiencing, reflecting, conceptualising and
experimenting ( David Kolb – learning styles). Hence we had two
experience sessions everyday ( either a T-Group or semi structured
experiences), followed by concept sharing and ending with
journaling for internalisation and application. On some days, there
were multiple learning cycles with one session of experience, one
session of concept and application and again another experiential
session, and so on.

Participant engagement in the evolution of design in the here and
now was a value that we practiced and hence we dropped and
added new areas as we went along without affecting the overall
focus of the program.

Propelling is all about the energy to change. Leadership provides the
energy to change through a compelling purpose, a shared dream and
embodying the change that one wants to see happen. Propelling
others can happen only when one feels the source of one’s own
energy. That is the essence of leadership.

The pilot program also is based on the above model created by the
NVI team. However, this pilot program was a 5-day initiative
followed by mentoring. Hence, from a design perspective, we limited
some of the elements from the larger model. The following
dimensions were the focus for this program:

1. Self awareness- appreciating one’s identity as a person and being
aware of the owned and disowned parts of oneself.

2. Diversity sensivity – being sensitive to the diversity in the
moment, both within onself and in the group. This goes beyond
the identity based diversity and includes thoughts and emotions
in the moment.

3. Presence and purpose – being aware of one’s limiting and
liberating beliefs and values that gives one the presence and
helps to energize onself and others to work towards a shared
purpose.

Based on the above focus, Lalitha and Shankar did internet based
research and studied books published in these areas over the last 5
years. This led us to creating a design that takes the best of what we
have and also adding the wisdom of group processes that ISABS is
well anchored on.

Some of the fundamental conceptual grounding we used in this
program were:
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Observations

1. One of the biggest challenges in the program was the fact that all
nine participants were men! We had hoped for a 50-50
representation of men and women, but we had to accept the reality
and work with it. Lalitha being the sole woman in the group,
attracted some amount of gender work and the presence of two
other women (Wasundhara and Anuradha) as guest lecturers helped
to bring more women in the group. Diversity work based on
identities could have been done in a more intense way. The group
was not ready for it, and we respected that. We also focussed more
on diversity in the here and now, and that was a rich experience for
all of us.

2. The second challenge was the fact that we had five people from
the same organization out of the nine participants! However this
dynamics didn’t impact the group as much as we expected. The
diversity among the five of them helped in this area.

3. The third challenge was the different levels of personal growth
experiences that the participants had – some have done 3 labs, some
have never attended anything to do with personal growth and some
had a lot of theoretical understanding but lacked experiential
awareness. This made us design sessions at the common
denominator level. Maybe we need to specify a pre-requisite of a lab
when we offer this next time.

Having a man and woman facilitator was a great combination and
also the diversity between both of us as people was so visible in the
here and now. The greatest learning for us and for the group was
how we both can be very effective in our own ways without having
to copy another’s style.

We believe both of us as facilitators walked the talk. We lived the
values that we taught in the program – respect, empathy,
authenticity, freedom of choice, sensitivity and valuing diversity. I
believe this was the most challenging as well as the most liberating
aspect of the program. We just have to embody and live it rather
than teach it!

Mentoring:

Mentoring is an important aspect for the directional growth of these
three vectors. On the last day of the program, we had three
participants assigned to a mentor.
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The mentors are Uma Jain, Sushma Sharma and Vikram Bhatt. The
mentoring process on the last day helped participants make meaning
from the experience and consolidate their learning, and create
application projects.

The mentoring process was for 3 months and the program scheduled
to conclude with a webinar on October 30, 2016 , with participants
sharing their journey of internalisation of the three dimensions of
leadership.

End Notes:

We have already received some very positive responses from clients. 
Some of the responses are given below:

“I am keen to send few more of them when you do this program next
time”

“I must give you a Very Big Thank you! I could observe "immediate
changes" in colleagues’ behavior, who attended the programme.”

We believe we have a great opportunity here in ISABS to create a
developmental program like the other successful ones like ODCP and
CPFP.

For me and Lalitha, it was a dream come true. We had worked many
days on this model and were quite excited to see it unfold in front of
us. What we also discovered was our ability to be different, to accept
and harvest the uncommon within us. The way we did it was to give
ourselves the freedom to fail and trust each other’s ability to bounce
back. This led to creating an innovative design and experimentation
in the moment. Our approach also rubbed off on the participants and
we experienced them as free and taking risks with themselves.
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She looks at the 
mirror then at her 
phone, walks to the 
cafe to meet 
another.  

MIRROR, 
PHONE 
AND THE 
CAFÉ
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Book:

The Digital Tsunami
by 

Abhijeet Bhaduri
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बिखरे हैं लोग यह ाँ से वह ाँ
बिखरे हैं ववच र यह ाँ से वह ाँ
बिखर गय  है सि कुछ!

कुछ है मेरे प स
कुछ है उनके प स
प स-प स है सि कुछ

फिर भी नह ीं दिखती आस
लेफकन ज न  है सिको वह ीं
चलो एक किम तो िढ़ एीं
श यि कुछ कर ि आ ज एीं

Atul Yadav, ALHP
atul.yadav@sbi.co.inc

Poem written during 
Sunrise session
at Goa. May 2016
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Required Individual Behaviour Required Organizational Culture

Empathy for the other Collaboration across industries

Inclusion Valuing Diversity

Learning from unusual sources Transdisciplinarity

Tolerance for failure Legitimizing mistakes as the route to innovation

Curiosity about change rather than anxiety Challenging status quo

REVIEWED   
FOR ‘HERE AND NOW’ by

Ganesh Anantharaman
Professional Member  
g_anantharaman@
yahoo.com
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Ameet Mattoo
ameet.mattoo@gmail.com

As we make this emag, Ameet (Intern) has become 
Professional Membership. Hearty Congrats , Ameet.

As we make this e-mag, Ameet(Intern) has become a 
Professional Member. Hearty Congratulations, Ameet
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Thoughts Feelings
in a T-Group 
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LOGIC
OBJECTIVE
FRANKNESS
TRUTH
JUSTICE
CRITIQUE
TASK

VALUES
PERSONAL
TACT
LOVE
MERCY
PRAISE
PEOPLE

KEYWORDS  ASSOCIATED 
WITH EACH PREFERENCE
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IIHMR EXPRESSIONS

धडकनकोधडकनेक इकमौक िेदिय 
आाँखोंकोझपकनेक इकमौक िेदिय 

हमशुक्रगुज रहैआपसिके
आपनेदिलखोलकेरखने क 
इकमौक िेदिय 

येशुक्रगुज र हम त –उम्रय िरखेंगे
आपसिकीय िोंकोय िोंकेस थरखेंगे

येएहस सक अजिस इकझोक िेदिय 
येएहस सआपसिनेकुछअनोख िेदिय 

Dr. Sinia Bhardwaj
BLHP
kinkyyads@gmail.com
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Human Process Lab
This sketch/scribble is depicting the emotional process of individuals 
and I have related it to “nature”. The objects/things showed are 
symbolically used derived from things, at that moment, be it 
physical, internal or external.

So, let’s begin.

The closed door at upper right corner symbolises the closed doors of 
our lab.  Also, can be related to closed doors of our own conscience, 
Ourself. The shape of door is like the doors of old monuments. Like 
these monuments and doorways; we also had these doors closed 
since long.

At the centre, the figures symbolise the facilitator and group 
members both with their own light, aura.

The Dry tree at right represents past and old experiences, old 
memories and the leaves hanging are the moments that are still 
alive and those that came alive during the process in lab, 
conversations to each other, learnings from each other.

The young flower, long flowers are small thoughts ad assumptions 
and things that we hold still in our hearts.

The half flower, whose petals are fading, falling off are the conflicts 
that we resolved.

The tree of the past has some roots too and the other area is firmly 
replaced by pebbles.

Below the roots lie some wood logs that symbolise with the 
Experience, things that are so strong which can’t be replaced but will 
surely fade with time, will decay with time.  (contd on pg 66)

IIHMR -EXPRESSIONS
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The DNA kind of structure symbolises that uniqueness as well as 
similarities in us , fact that 99% of our DNA is same, its just 1% of 
DNA that makes the difference. And when we lose someone a part 
our DNA also dies in us.

The cloud above the scene is related to thoughts that come, most of 
them come & go just like clouds. But we should listen to them more 
often and let it absorb & understand and realise and the earring is 
related to sound. The earring has a very faint sound but it’s audible 
to ear, so cloud can also be our ear, which hears so many things and 
there are some talks, some things that are well understood, clicks 
our mind at the moment so that small sound is the sound of earring.

Near the wooden logs of past, are individuals with false 
assumptions, analysis, a different kind of puzzle in their mind; a 
heart full of conflict loops, misconception, a battle of thoughts which 
creates struggles between themselves, battles of being powerful, 
right and battle of authority, power, providing clarifications for 
defending self and not considering the other person’s view, which is 
depicted by two circles at bottom which are filled with concentric 
and puzzle like moves between them are small pebbles that are 
small amounts of firmness or clarity that come in between 
arguments during arguments but after that again is a circle of 
absurdness of thoughts, understanding each other, 
miscommunication, misunderstandings.

Then, after this battle, we pass through a doorway that is facilitated 
and also a kind of mirror, which facilitator makes us to see and 
reflect on it. After this, we are firm, independent as a bird and also 
relate it to our Facilitator in whose presence this happened. And 
then, we come on firm ground and the minds and hearts of 
individuals are clear are firm, clarity of thoughts without loops.

Then these undergo a transporter or a process through the portal 
and turn into droplets. Droplets of new emotions of calm, 
confidence, self-realisation , which nurture the roots of the New 
Tree, tree of present, which has fresh leaves it nurtures the new 
flower bed, it also nurtures new courage.

Some bees just roam around the garden just to bring the connection 
of Abstract in solid, connection of past & present, old & new, one 
thing to another.

[A small concept- Chinese painting have a void in their painting, 
which is considered as a gateway for the viewer to find his own way 
through the painting which has to be perceived as the way the 
painter has painted it.]

So, the voids above the wooden block and in the new tree (on left 
side) are related to that concept.

Only after climbing up a log of past will we find gate to present. And 
the celestial object moon is related to all as each one of us have a 
dark side & a bright side but dark side might be having something 
beautiful which should be shared and explored.

-Dr.NIVEDITA PUROHIT
IIHMR-ISABS HPL 2016,

JAIPUR
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A coach...a potter!

Kneading
Removing old patterns
Freeing trapped air pockets
Healing cracks.

A slight nudge
The right pressure
And we're ready
To take form.

Centering
Stabilizing one's being
Slowly lifting
Applying pressure
Giving support
To reach one's potential
And take form.

To mold,
Allow ourselves to feel.
To influence,
Allow ourselves to be touched.
The clay takes shape
And something inside us is never the same.

Ikebana vase

Decorative 
platter

Ring and 
accessory holder

Accessory holder

Linda Baptista
ODCP Batch 7  
linda_baptista@yahoo.com
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Please don't tell me what the 'truths' are
Let me discover my own..
Please don't tell me how it 'should' be..
Long ago I realised ‘shoulds’ are only for those who need them
One is always free to leave them behind and explore
But it has to be your choice and journey
There will be no nudge from outside..
Do talk to me about beauty and pathos
As you experience it
In your terms
That'll connect us far more than 
Any toted 'pearls of wisdom' ..

Can you walk out in the front
From behind their protection
And face me naked?
Are you willing to see I am naked too?
Can we celebrate just that..
No walls just vulnerability
Not perfections or imperfections
Rights or wrongs..
Just two naked souls
It is worthwhile to celebrate just that..

So drop your defences
There are no guarantees

You could be hurt..
How long will you hide behind

Protections of
Knowledge

Passed down wisdom
Your possessions 

Your acquired ways of being
Ties, assumed compulsions

When will you feel ready to jump off the cliff and realise
No protection is worth it

No wisdom is simpler or more meaningful than the one
That comes to you

When you are willing to be naked ..

But it is your choice and journey
There will be no nudge from outside..

So face your truth
That is all it takes
That is all it takes

Neha Lehl

P
O
E
T
R
y
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Photo: Neha
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“Who the 

heck is 

George 

Menezes?”

Tribute to George Menezes
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Sushma Sharma
Professional Member

Reproduced ( on following 
page ) is a poem written by 
George Menezes, published in 
the  previous issue of Here 
and Now >



The Russians built a wall. And why?

Perhaps to try and show

The progress made by socialistic states

In building walls. But men would die

Upon this wall of hate, this wall of shame,

Crossing the barbed wire and the fire

Of men who did not want to kill.

We have our walls, the walls that we have built

With the barbed wire of own minds,

The walls of self-invented guilt,

The electronic fence of right and wrong;

And the ever winding, never ending, long

Unyielding wall of Age and Time.

We are the walls...we are grown-ups in a children’s game

And yet our walls are worse.... they so separate our souls

That climbing over the muck from which we came

We must destroy ourselves.

Because we lack the guts of common sluts

Our walls unclimbed remain.

George Menezes
(Professional Member)
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Errata: 

Navtej’s name was wrongly mentioned in the previous 
issue, in her article titled : HUMAN RELATIONS IN THE 
DIGITAL ARENA: A FEW INSIGHTS AND QUESTIONS.
The name of author is corrected to read as Navtej K.B.

Editors
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